DDP GUIDELINES for COVID
This is what our DDP Families need to know and follow when coming to the studio …
First … all parents are required to go to our website “davenportdanceproject.ca” and fill out the “DDP COVID
QUESTIONNAIRE” for their dancer and submit it EVERY TIME your dancer comes into the studio!
All Dancers will need to come to studio dressed ready to dance and enter through their assigned entrance with a mask
while maintain physical distancing. [Children 5 and under are not required to wear a mask]
They will be greeted by a staff member who will take their temperature, dancers will then sanitize their hands and go
straight into the studio where they will have their class. There will be a designated numbered spot to store their
belongings with a coordinating numbered square where they will dance.
Our office staff, teachers and assistants will wear a mask.
We ask that dancers not touch other fellow dancers.
No using barres, mats or stretch bands in studio unless approved by their teacher.
No bare feet in studios [socks or dance shoes] except in Acro classes.
At this point all change-rooms are off limits.
NO parents will be allowed in the studio … please wait in your car. If you would like to speak to someone in the office
and/or make a payment we ask that you make an appointment by phone or email.
Studio info …
Studio A is located in the back-left side of our unit and dancers will enter & exit through the back door [behind the
building] that has Studio A on it.
Studio B is located upstairs, and dancers will enter & exit through the main front door of our unit and will go down main
hallway, thru the Senior Changeroom and up the stairs.
Studio C is located in the back right side of our unit and dancers will enter & exit through the back door [behind the
building] that has Studio C on it.
Studio D is located in the front of our unit on the left side and dancers will enter & exit through the door beside the main
door.
The washroom in the main hallway [across from the office] will be used by dancers in studios A & C and the washroom in
the back hallway [across front the stairs] will be used by dancers in studios B & D
Bathrooms will be sanitized after each use and/or on a daily basis.
Dancers taking multiple classes will for the most part remain in the same studio for all classes and teachers will rotate.
If there is a change the studio will be sanitized.
Weather permitting the large back garage doors will be open in studios A & C for better air flow.
Please note that all heavy traffic areas will be sanitized daily.
If your dancer is not feeling well, please do not send them to class.
If your dancer were to become ill while at DDP we will call and request that they be picked up immediately.
Please ensure we have the best contact info where you can be reached!
Together we can do this and we Thank You in advance for your cooperation :)
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